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T I M E, THE TOTAL MIND
and Creative 010 Unifying Force

T.E.N.
(The Eternal Now)

My quantum perception is nothing
more than an observation of

interseXing
bits of In-Formation.
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TIMING

Reading is seeing

Seeing is trusting

Trusting is understanding

Understanding is accepting

Accepting is surrendering

Surrendering is freedom

Freedom is a gift

Time (God) Given

The closer you get to God
the sooner you realize you are

a 01 Time Element. 
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NO RESPITE

Subsequently:

I wish I knew what to write

Formation streaming through my mind

I’m not in control of my desires.

Things happen to me, I don’t know  

 , I don’t even know How

keep growing older and wiser

All the Time, nonstop.

No rest / no respite,

as I.T. I.S. just what I.S.
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“The M. Instrument,” vitreous carbon, 1985
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THE TIME ELEMENT

In 1983, I published my first book, Man is the Last One to Be Tamed, 
by X as a pen name. At the time I did not have a clue that other 
books would someday appear on the horizon. 

Apparently, as any healthy seed which takes root in a fertile soil, 
flourishes and bears fruit, so did my initial seed of thought. A new 
concept of Time took root in my mind forever.

I discovered the connection between Time and Timing and ulti-
mately became convinced that they are one and the same.

Webster’s New World Dictionary defines “Time” as: 

An unlimited duration in which things are considered as happening 
in the past, present, or future; every moment there ever has been or 
ever will be.

Time is the intangible aspect of totality, the mind-force singular-
ity that emanates from the core of each Photon. In quantum leaps, 
Time creates a tangible form from the intangible core. Time creates 
something out of nothing.

In similar terms Webster also defines God: “In monotheistic re-
ligions, the creator and ruler of the universe, regarded as eternal, 
infinite, all-powerful, and all-knowing. Supreme Being, Almighty.”

PHOTON: “A quantum of electromagnetic energy having both 
particle and wave behaviour. It has no electrical charge or mass but 
possesses the momentum of Creation. The energy of light, X-rays, 
gamma rays, etc. are carried by photons.”

I assert that the heart and the core of each photon is a Time syn-
apse in a quantum leap zone, and that Time is the mind force of the 
microcosm Photons as well as of the macrocosm universe.

In a recent discovery, it has been scientifically concluded that a 
photon has a core. This core/singularity is surrounded by an Event 
Zone. (See illustration)

Basically we are each and every one of us, a cluster of photons or 
bits of information ceaselessly interseXing; a process of thought. A 
computation, where any two seconds might be similar but never 
the same.
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TIME AND TIMING ARE PRIMORDIAL AND ETERNAL…

Time and Timing are primordial and eternal nothingness that 
transcends in quantum leaps into tangible-matter-energy.

Time created the universe. Timing is the universe. Timing is the 
extreme polarities of Time which governs and rules the uni-
verse. 

Time is eternal, infinite and all-powerful, and Timing governs 
the outcome of all interactions, one way or the other.

Time is neutral.

Time is the universal mind, a continuum, all-knowing and yet 
knowing nothing prior to final computation. 

Results are always subject to the realm of infinite possibilities 
every picosecond.
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THE PHOTON

  Dark Energy..  

TIME

  Mind          Quantum Zone  
AKA Singularity          AKA Events Zone 

As the Universe has black holes, 
so each photon has Time as a core.

“As above, so below.”

The primordial Black Hole.
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THE TIME CONCEPT

The Almighty-Time concept has taken hold in my mind to such 
a degree that not only have I surrendered to it, but also have 
accepted the fact that I am a part of it. I am it. A Product of the 
past, and a part of the now reality.

We are all Time Elements.

Timing, on the other hand, is the ever dynamic force of the Cre-
ation process. 

Everything is being created out of nothingness and perpetuates 
from itself as it metamorphoses into tangible matter/energy. 

It is impossible for me to escape this powerful and wonderful 
thought; I am an Element of Time, as we all are. 

Our thoughts are created as Timing, so timing is the creative 
force behind all thoughts and actions in Life.
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TIMING I.S. CREATION IN ACTION

Time is self-Creation: the supreme, dominant, and total com-
puterization (Timing) of all there I.S.; a thought; a total func-
tioning computer that includes us, the Apple II, the trees, the 
serpents, the animals, the mountains, the far-reaching skies, 
the deep oceans, and the endless outer space.

Timing dictates the outcome of all interactions between bits of 
information-crunching Thought processes.

Time created the universe and continues this creation nonstop. 
Every trillionth of a second is a newly created mini Baby Bang 
that goes on forever. I also discovered that there is no escape 
from this grandiose Creation process.

When broken down to smithereens, The Uni-Verse becomes a 
seed of thought emanating out of a densely shattered silence. 
Thereby Creation perpetually recreates the Uni-Verse by feed-
ing upon itself. Time feeds upon itself, it is akin to the seed and 
the tree expansion and contraction phenomena.

While the universe is in its expansion state, the seed of thought 
becomes the fruit of life.

M a g i
c
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EXPANSION—CONTRACTION

The macrocosm and the microcosm
are synonymous in their basic

characteristics.

The function of the black holes
is to cleanse, filter, reform

and recreate the Universe.

Huddle within your inner space.
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AT SOME POINT IN TIME

At some point in time the expansion state of the universe re-
verses itself by falling into a contraction phase, and back to its 
primordial quantum nothingness. 

The smallest scale of this contraction manifests as a black hole 
where matter falls upon itself and condenses down to a 0 noth-
ingness, which ultimately, like a synapse, bounces back into 
energy and matter via quantum leaps called Baby-Bangs / Cre-
ation- in-Action.

How do the trees grow?

Wow! 

How?

“Mother and Child,” vitreous carbon, 1985
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CHANGE

Improvement, refinement, and betterment by leaps and bounds 
are inherent in this expansive creative process.

Timing determines its infinite potentialities. Its In-Tele-Genes 
continually destroys the “negative” and betters the “positive”; 
producing an optimum natural balance while maintaining ex-
tremes and opposites.

“On” and “Off ” are the dualistic polarities of the  same 
Primordial, dualistic Balance.

The destroyed negative, as a rule of nature, will ultimately leap 
to a new life of its own.

The balance is optimally Neutral
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X-CHANGE

Within the convolutions of my gray matter :
Photons are stars of the show.

The clash of two photons has
started it all

from beginning to no end

One clash
death of two photons

has created the two newly born a c t s…
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ACT ONE

0 Time

Focused Perception
—010 Consciousness—
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0 TIME SPACE

0
TIME

SPACE

total silence

(densely shattered)

B A B Y—B A N G S

Information  Dispersed
t a n g i b l e   u n i v e r s e

E  x  p  a  n  s  i  o  n
YOU & ME

1

Tree of Life
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CREATION

From 0   I come
to… 0   I go 

In between vastness of nothingness
Time is infinite

Come join and witness
ways to maturity,
experience Infinite Possibilities

Your ions interact and mingle
incessantly with mine
through the air we breathe, thus

The great ion exchange,
the Grand Torch of Life

Carina Nebula
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RE-CREATION

Creation perpetually recreates itself.

A chain reaction process.

One set of information interacts
with another, as they forever trigger
newly born Binary sets.

This is analogous to two individuals 
bouncing thoughts at each other. 
A well of new thoughts emerges. 

This re-Creation expansion-and-contraction process 
dominates throughout the universe, 
including within our organic biological selves.

Recreation is Re~Jew~V~Nation.
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THE SOURCE
Time/Thought

Silence hovered in the deep void
while in the dark and the cold

The source was determined and claimed
one more human soul
simply by using
the same element, Thought

Now the two were cold
so, they hugged one another
within a flash of thought.
they felt the fire, or…?
must have been the sun!

Their days brightened,
so did their moony nights
that accomplished and done
they began to gossip about so and so
while their eyes as stars shone
crystal bright!

With smiling face she asked
who won who?

Men of darkness or
Mistresses of light?

…he did not comprehend,
understand, nor
make up his mind
because…swiftly

A second flash of darkness
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passed and covered 
the spheres of both minds.

They went into a deep sleep,
then woke up
and re-ignited their obliterated senses,
and illuminated their

naked Life.
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BEST IDEA PREVAILS

As a hummingbird in between
the green branches of a tree
humming and chirping chip
         chip
As an electronic chip I was triggered
A protein bit implanted in my head forever,
with one and only thought

0 Time    1 Thought

through electronics called
the computer games.

so is my head

Sends symbols of life into space
through my body not yet dead
but of course
Laying down on a soft water bed

And again I found the
good smile on my face.
‘cause a puzzling idea struck me in midair

…When one is not in control of the chip
that was implanted in one’s head.

  What is 1* to do?? …

*Thought
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PENS POETRY

Poetry, I verse to you.
Poetry came to me from you.

Born unspoken
it must be genetically printed, and
born once more only to witness
a process in I-quilibrium.

soon

When all are united as we-quilibrium
we will remember,
that the one hundredth monk is not
necessarily the key to our bewildered
syndrome.*

*According to Ken Keyes in his book The Hundredth Monkey Syndrome: 

“When learning of a new concept takes hold in the mass consciousness of 
a species, that concept is transferred telepathically to other distant colonies 
inhabited by the same or closely related species.”

If such a phenomenon happens within the monkey race, what do you suppose 
is happening to the mass consciousness of our Race in this accelerating age of 
quantum communicative consciousness!?
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CRITICAL MASS IN NUMBERS

Keep talking

talk talk talk
One two three and four
Statistics we have established
many eons before

Thence
We keep talking about

Numbers;  zeros and ones
Numbers, numbers, numbers.

Now let us
Talk about what makes USstick.

Tik tok
Tic tok
Tic*

•

*The Conjecture between bits of Formation.
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POWER HOUSE

Every world has its own verse
and every verse has its own prism

every soul has its own prison
always imprisoned in its own prism

my photon was also imprisoned.
in the core of my soul
For many eons before

Even before we struck
the two stones

My soul

~ the invisible fire ~
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T R A N C E  POWER

I ask myself
about my relationship to you or
for that matter
to any other tangible
I’m closely in touch with

the pen in my hand
the shirt on my back
a sandal on one foot
all that
while the bird is chirping

I’m in touch face to face with
Timing
every moment
every second or, any trillionth
there of…

 T r a n s—power

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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MOVEMENT

Every movement is life and death.
Now it is here
now it is gone

As lightning in a night sky
All in a flash

What happened a moment ago

died       and       gone

Even the writing of this sentence
was born and died

a moment ago; left a trace
which reverberates back to 10:

010
T iming E ternal N ow

That just died only to be born again
and again and again

Ex Nihilo

0010 0000 0000 0000
Space Time
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HIGHLY EVOLVED

  1

The servant of totality
the servant of myself
instrumental as any
and to everything ;
Everything comes from the
big fat

  0

Totality +

working within
screeching facts
one after the other
one after another

now 
and 

on  
forever

~ ~ 
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MAGNETIC NORTH

T’is time to know
about our once frozen souls
when we were lost
in the windy frozen north

Slowly we rose to life—thawed
Tried to keep warm, saying

Ahh, I am so c ~ c ~ c ~ cold

Then we chose to challenge the Almighty,
the unexpected and the unknown

We would rather get lost
(crossed our thoughts)
than stay buried in this freezing north.

We drifted south
where it could be a bit warm
so we kept moving on and on until
we rediscovered…

 It was merely a passing thought*…
 A gyro in a Black Hole.

*The North and South Pole’s polarities switch every few hundred thousand 
years. So do the polarities of our Collective Human Mind.
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THE UNIVERSE IS A FANTASTIC HUGE COMPUTER

The Universe is a fantastic huge quantum quantum computer.

We humans are walking antennas,

A constant exchange process,

receiving and emitting In-Formed Photons.

Dark matter / Energy

Out of your cave
And don’t forget

To light your beacon

You will find the way through ~
the wormhole of your mind

“Information Wormhole,” oil on canvas, 1985
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WALKING DEAD

“But you’re alive” you might say

I am alive only temporarily
in the Eons of Time,

am much longer dead than alive.

Should I call myself alive
when postmortem indicates that it

will only be for a short time?

If so
Should I care about those living who

may also be breathing—walking—dead?

I argue with myself
who are those living everywhere

but only sometimes!?
dead
alive
dead

alive and then…what is?
post=after—mortem=death

Life ~ Magic ~ Love
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MIDDAY DREAM

Smile,    be at ease
use your wit

Quit the search

No offense and no regrets
Our secretly coded numbers are nothing
and yet the same:

   0 1 

listen to your mind’s thunder
hear the two hemispheres go blunder
lost in Time
lost in space where and when,
all minds united in wonder

What happened?
Where have we been?

We’ve been walking
with open eyes
in midday dreams   ~   ~   ~
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HIDE AND SEEK

but please do it alone!

Seek and you’ll find
what you have lost

Go back into yourself

inhale and exhale
your breath

a torch of life

Some say God giveth and God taketh

True

Examine yourself and find that
what you giveth,
others can taketh.
Now,
if you never giveth but
all you do is taketh
…Thinketh!
Is it by an honest mis-t a k e
an error?
if not, no matter, justly repent    by
Keeping the torch of your life glowing

Tour your life with happiness

Inflame your world,
inflame your soul
inflame your mind
inflame your spirit
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the spirit of God

the reflection of  you I

the soul within
examine it!

Search within

Find
the 
euphoric
child within ~ ~ ~

you
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ARE YOU?

The cow, the pig or
the lettuce you eat, or
the fruit with different enzymes
that consumes what was eaten

A cycle unbroken
just to create who you are

How then do you differ from
cow’s cells, pig’s tail, while you profess, Aha
…luscious creative human thoughts

And who
do you suppose is in control
You…your soul…your thought
the pig, or
the lettuce you eat?

It seems a very short trip
from
the cow, the pig, and the way they stink to
the way you think

Hopefully it is not like an oink pig!
And,    does one need to stink?

or think?

Please don’t take it personally
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WHO AM I

I could have been born a gopher
but I was born a man

I could have been a spider
but I was born a man

I could have been a reactionary man
but no, I survive holocausts

I could have been raised as an artist
no matter, I still am

I could have been born a prophet
here I am, only a man

you may call me a photon or
call me an x
It makes no difference
both are strange

Now
who am I then?

no choice
I am who I am

what i am
when i am

as i am
i
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self creation

self realization

self reflection
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BEING

I am on stage
in my home
in my bed

On stage
roaming the streets and
around the blocks

Taking part around the clock

I spin
I turn
with Earth
In a galaxy full of stars

On firm ground or,
on high seas
I wheel in space as
one more cosmic ray

I come and go as the sun
the moon and the stars
appear, then disappear
awake, then asleep
only to wake up again
and find there is no escape…

  from the Creativity of Being.
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THE PROCESS

Totality?
is a function, a heart beat
a process
constantly in optimum equilibrium

What’s gained is often lost
what’s lost is telepathically rediscovered.

Winners there are none
none found to be losers

Except

for the experience we all experience
at this very moment
suspended between the past
and the very next moment

The difference?…
only a fraction of a second
that followed by another fraction
of another re-action to
another moment

a journey through infinity ~
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THOUGHT-TIME

Time creates, thought acknowledges
that which is being perceived.

“Moments are
the stirring of my heart.”

Pablo Time
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GOD—TIME

Time is the soul of light.
Darkness of the mind is fear.

There is a war
a battle of the minds
darkness vs. light

Light is the flower of the Universe
and

always penetrates darkness

Questioning  
creates the sparks
rays of light
traveling infinitely through darkness.

Time conquers darkness
at the speed of Time
to zap you with Baby Bangs 
out of your boring life.
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THE SPARK

The spark of life travels
at the speed of light,
so is my life, slaving, serving Time

Gone
The spark of this moment

has just passed, bye ~ ~

Therefore where am I now?

Still drifting backward
In my experienced past!

Come, you, an element of Time;
the future is now

Let’s bridge our immense,
yet narrowing  -  -  gap
between the future and the past

Come follow, the golden path
we are all one
in mastering the admiration to love

For only love can stop
our drift down further

into  o b l i v i o n

L.     H.     C.
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THE IMAGE

I am the Image of Time
and so are you, big child
Science, industry and art
a polluted vista we have left behind

NOW
first class cleansing is
desperately required

Where have you been?
Wake up!

Without you my voice is
at its deepest low; and
with you I can hardly talk.
So I found refuge in writing
  and re-writing
the revealing images of my thoughts—
my imagination….
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THE SAGE AGE 

Man had to go through countless insurrections
before reaching prime time,
maturity, and resurrection

The coming of the Messiah will manifest
itself through humanity’s collective
consciousness.

Mankind as one will, through a critical mass of
collective consciousness, be able to create its
needs without drudgery or self-slavery. 

Pure Creation
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ACT TWO

Timing

Shattered Perception

—Infinite Thoughts—

In-Formation Simulation

Wild Imagination
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CURIOSITY

My curiosity is as fat as
that of a fat cat

a smell here
a lick there
in the meanTime
I scan the horizon
where things seem
quite serene
Without binoculars!

Ah, look once
look twice
forward
backward
left and right
closer view
stop
focus, center, review 
the photon that emerges
right out of the black hole in my head
glowing in the dark;
a wave turned a curious particle

lightning-

bolt

thin
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0 Time rediscovered is the

 core of our shattered Puzzle.
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THE PUZZLE

The scheme is as simple as 1. 2. 3.

Here is a 010 puzzle
put together by our fragmented, 
yet recorded past

Without the 0 core
of the shattered code,
how could we have made it back
to the shore of our relative past?

So as to experience
“the Good Life”
our ancestors claimed
to have had:
a paradise full of life;
innocence; flowers and love

Then, there were no guards and no gates
because no one wanted to escape;
that is, until the Tree of Knowledge
compelled, dominated, and raped
our innocent thoughts

God said, “Don’t eat from the Tree of Knowledge!”
But we sure did. We were so innocent
—as if we knew

better
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COURSE IN MIRACLES

They come to listen
to hear, to read and to discuss.

Though
as they come
so they depart
mastering trifle trust

Miracles
are to be experienced in brief
Miracles
do happen every moment we breathe
Miracles are inevitable,
even if we cannot write or read.

Open your eyes and see
the true miracle
that is here
in the pump of your F heart.

Wouldn’t that make your chic look obsolete
when compared with the miracle that is
the breathing you?

How’d you do?
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EDEN

Come back to Earth.
You have tried but
could not make it on your-own.

Come back home
Earth is where you belong, though
t’is very difficult to survive
with only one’s thoughts.

Come, have a collective thought and
back to where you belong.

Even if it is not as sweet
as you thought,
you can still call it
my home
my turf
my sanctuary,
where we all share in the 
luscious, artistic and,
creative gardens of thoughts

“Apple 2,” 1980sMy father Abraham
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MOTHER

You are everywhere
You are in the waters
and you are in the skies
What a classy molecule

You live now
You lived in the past
and you shall ever live

among the stars

Where are you now?
I just saw you hovering
I am in awe…what a star

I always remember
your heeding declaration
“Patience” you said
“is the only key to my salvation,
certainly not the past.”

Yes
how true Mother.
You were so worried, as if I
wasn’t also a star.

My mother Hannah 
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LIFE
(Inevitable)

My fear of life stems
from life itself.
From life I know there is no
escape.

Contemplate suicide? but Ah
it’ll be a temporary retreat
for my longing, tired soul

My present life, is but a 
short stop through infinity
in Time

In the physical sense
I can dance, run and jump
while my soul infinitely roams
in an infinite space on the 
timeless span of Time

And perfect paradox.
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THE CROSS

A symbol
of a man
man of spirit
man of soul
man of substance
and…purpose?

The spirit hovers everywhere, but
never knows when and

how to reproach

So it hops from tree to tree
knowing not what might be
hidden to see.
See the Man, or view his
artistically crafted “Golden Calves”

While listening to arguments about
who or what is the real God

We look back at our
flattering desired pa$$t
while the garden is still full of insanity,
flowers, lots of funny money and
mighty little love.
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OUR SOULS

Our souls never die
only sleep and
dream a dream
the dream we experience

as life.

Your life

My life

Urn

Masada, Israel
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MASADA*

You stand out so proud
a huge rock in eternity’s might
Roman trumpet silenced your cries
while under severe barbaric attacks

Remember?
those Roman attacks on your mighty
heap of rocks.

Now as then still blessed
with burning desert hot
and your winters provide but
a few water drops
to sustain God’s zealots
up there on top

That was until the zealots took their lives
stilletto in hand

Two millenia have passed and gone.
Tell me now
who was the winner and who
was the loser?

The SS… or the fascist Roman gangs!

*Masada is a plateau west of the Dead Sea in the southern part of Israel. From 
it’s 1,200-foot-high sheer cliffs, 960 or so zealots, men, women and children, 
committed a “heroic” mass suicide to escape the possibility of falling into the 
brutal hands of the pursuing subjugating Romans.
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The distance between reality
~

and
~

illusion is as that between
~

fact
~

and 0 imagination.

~
~

~
~

Perception ~ Distortion
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A NEW DAWN

Nightmares are all gone

When I look back I find my past
a concept of my own mind—Time

What role does Time play?
I find me in contest between
my mind and Time

and all it is,
strictly a matter of Thought.

I am here and yet I am not
To be or not to be
A game I desire not to play
From Shakespeare I run, I steer away
because I am and yet am not
Vice versa on I march
I face infinity and see oneness

I write about eternity
while my only experience I.S.
this moment. Call it the past,
Always dragging behind the now.
And the darkness of my mind
does not escape.
It’s just gone

A new dawn
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MY MIND

In my Mind
changes take place
changes occur
like a cyclone finding its course

My mind is resilient and
in total flux

My mind recognizes its own
recorded pictures
and randomly disposes of the same

My mind creates and recreates
on and on forever
until
one day it will stop and no more.

But now I am still writing these words
composing this line

am I still alive?

What makes me go   ?
What makes me come   ?
What makes me create       ?
What makes me change         ?

Changing, changing, change, and exchange
never the same.
¿so strange……mining Time
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THERE IS ONE THING THAT CANNOT BE CHANGED…

There is one thing that cannot
be changed:
change itself

Change is the inherent force
of the Creation Process.

Acceptance of what I.S. as I.S.
is the secret quantum leap to

euphoric perception—thus to experience.
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AND PAINTING

When I paint the mask of my face
my palette knife
gets stuck in mid air
just so to create
what seems out of mid head

     a portrait

one or two and
another
almost in all colors

Photomontage

blended whole, while
remaining distinctly

  intact
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EMOTIONALISM

We find joy
We find misery

We experience the ups and
we experience the downs

But rarely do we experienced neutrality
the optimum balance between polarities.

Euphoric experience…
Freedom?

cannot come from any political leader.
Freedom cannot come in a form of religion.
Freedom is a trust
embedded in the soul
irrespective of the superiority
of our emotionally and 
biologically bordered regions.
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EXPERIENCE NEUTRALITY, EXPERIENCE GODLINESS

Experience       Neutrality

Experience        Godliness

Experiencing neutrality is the highest state of being, it is also 
the hardest task to achieve; therefore it is beneficial to me 
when I view it as a point of reference in my daily experiences.

Jacob’s Ladder

Tzimtzum (“the contraction of the universe”) is your Hasidic Gift
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ATOMIC TIME

Reset our clocks
our Atomic tickers

Go on check ‘em again
only we might discover
synchronized they are not
and yet, they are being called
timely Atomic clocks.

As Time
we are Timeless just the way
    we are.
Single clock!

clock of the Universe
the eternal ticker.

So wake up!
Wake up to the cry
Wake up with laughter
Wake up with zeal
Wake up and don’t look back
beware the Past
It is the fastest passing lane
between sanity and insanity!

+ Normal Brain - Shriveled Brain
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A B C

A tomic   B last,  C onfusion?

Free yourself from such
a threat and unpleasant
great responsibility

Otherwise

Why come out from the shelters
those we dug many feet under.

Just to view this planet,
a burning glowing amber?

clearly imagine!

what might happen after
the first few nuclear blasts ! !
whether those atomic missiles
carry their mega deaths
under the flying cover of
the red Russian or
the American flag
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WEAPONS WERE ORIGINATED BY THE FEARFUL…

Weapons were originated by

   the fearful

     

    

   

  

 

And 

the dinosaur

are still nibbling at our $$ pockets!

It is an ancient political formula to create fear, thereby 
to be supported by those who fall into the trap of pro-
paganda.
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OUR WEAPONS

Will be shimmering in shyness.
Throughout history
many times we’re told
“keep your arms down, boys!”

We shall play the one merry and
highest note,
as soon as we remember to reduce our
swords

Down

way down
down to where they belong,
down
into sculptural forms.

 “TOYS” and ALL
   Halt arms production
     Big Boys!

It has been proudly declared:
“we’ll never surrender”
“we will fight to the last soldier”

Now please tell me
who is this very last soldier to be?
You, your child, your grandchild?
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I.S.*

God (Time) dropped the Atom Bomb
God is the Bomb
God is Hiroshima

God hit itself

God suffered
God celebrated Victory

God is a bird
Free from the factory

God is so great
for all God

I.S.

1985

Does war have to be the only available process for the 
cleansing of our System while we argue about whose God is 
better?

Is anybody’s God different than mine
Or
Each person unto his or her own idol…?

*In-Formation System.
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STAR WARS

U.S.A. and U.S.S.R.

Warring for peace
among the ruling stars

Stars of the Pentagon
star of the red flag

The giants
as and when united
shall contain
the power of their muscles
implanted in the heads of
their missiles!

STOP!

the Hot Blood

Cold war rhetoric at a 
boiling point
War of verbs begun
with our ancient fathers
as soon as they
discovered they can control
FIRE
But not able to control their
Hot BLOOD
coldly spilled over the same fire!
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HURT

I hurt most
when I feel deceived.

Some promise me promises
while ornamenting their tails
tales of so-called merits and glory.

With ‘em is like venturing
into the abyss of a damp black jungle

In the jungle the leach probes its victim
with only one minor difference

The leach cannot talk!
therefore
the others hurt me
a great deal more.

Ouch!
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THE AMAZON

Earth

Wait

Look at he dirt
Look at the scum
Witness the greed
Look what we have wrought
Look what we have done.

Killing one another
Killing our planet
Who must cry stop?

$$$TOP !!!

The destruction of the Amazon.

___________________________________________
Whatever we abuse we naturally lose (like our minds).
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BIRDS

Nine and ten and
keep counting
forever
until
I stop
counting everything in my life

Do birds count
 as they f l y  h i g h ,
how far do they go and
how do they know?
their way around

  the far reaching   ~   ~   skies

~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~
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GRAND SURPRISE

The end of one Era
is coming and near
while mother earth, is
still alive here

Our sexy bodies will
enter
the new era with fun and
cheers

and our spirits
shall intercourse
in space

Oh please

Just be… 
graceful and

Just

•
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MERGING NATIONS

You’ll know the free nations
by the smile on their faces
and you will smile too.

A telepathic kiss
from me to you—then
from you to me

A chain reaction resulted by
01 dimension called
TIMING

Our life I discovered
is but a brief journey
through the history of Time.

The one and only thought
repeatedly crosses my mind
I must be free
if I care about you
and the total Mind

  the grand Baby Bangs*

*Photons.
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SPACE TELESCOPE

Conceived and built by
10,000 year old Man

Man of curiosity
Man of vision
Man of discoveries

Accelerated
Outreached
Escaped
the magnetic polarities
into space
to roam among the stars
to view quasars and mine the black holes
And dig our minds in search of our origin

TIME-THOUGHT
~

The Unifying Force
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SERENITY

Serenity I sought for some time but
where do I find peace of mind

A concept by a perfect design
“0” dimension is Time because
“I”-quilibrium is forever required.

We all come to life our best we try
We all come to life then perish and die.

We all use our minds from the start
We all eat and drink and convert into beasts

What you eat drops back
from your rear

Oh dear

You go to sleep
then slip on your banana cream
…What dream

Startled you wake up falling,
falling on your ass and back in your bed, and into…
the sweet dreams of survival.
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PRIME TIME

Stop
do not block
do not disturb
let it flow
let it go

The process, I mean
the printing of my book
about “zero time”
the “0” book of my life
I wish to have the very first copy
hot off the printing press

I tell the editor
I tell the printer
I tell the binder
please ensure I’ll receive
the first copy from under
the busy hot press

In the meantime
I stopped the flow of production of
my beloved book
the book of “zero Time”
the “0” book of my life

I have lost it
Before…
it was even born

What I am saying is
be patient
do not stop the process
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do not stop the natural flow
Some day you’ll say
the principle of Time?
I GOT IT

But first you must exercise
all your trust
You must let go
let it flow
conserve energy
you’ll be free

Now is your Prime Time.
Trusting in Time!

In Time We Trust
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PLEASURES

We try to please one another
trying pleases no one
not even me.

My pleasure in life are nothing but
the reflection of yours

Therefore
how can I please you?
Tell me quick

otherwise

I’ll have to tease you
so I can please myself
and sleep quite well…

Indeed
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WHEEL OF FORTUNE

“Should” you
Shuffle your cards
roll your dice
change your jobs
shuffle your life
alter your moods
Will it make you happy?

Who dares tell you to change
when they cannot do it for themselves.
You have your inner soul
no one else can possess

Use your instinct as
your best of friends

Mend your ways
Experience your Godliness
So you’ll experience the
goodness of the world…        in multiple sum!
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MY LIFE
Pluralistic-Realistic Illusion

I envision myself standing in the center of a carousel, or a wheel 
of fortune laden with all kinds of “good and bad.” By conscious-
ly intending to pick the “good and positive,” my experiences 
and attitudes toward life become potentially great.

But of course

I strive for the best while I am always happy to  settle 
for second best remembering that perception is the distance 
between reality and illusion.

My life is a Realistic Illusion!
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FREE THOUGHT

There is no price for my thoughts
‘cause from zero they come
 to  zero they go.

In whisper,
if I don’t ceRebrate
I’m a living dead.
If I don’t create

that’s what I call the ultimate death.

The universe is
a great big thinktank
In it you’ll find a hidden gemstone 
or, if you wish call it a rock
My head
as a beacon forever emits

Reverence
Consideration
Cleanliness
Aesthetics

“Profounds thoughts
Curiousity
Reason
Taste
Eloquence and 
Pursuit of excellence.”*

10 Commandments
Bounce at you,

*Dumas Malone, Jefferson and His Time.
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then echo back to me
then back to you
 dear sirs and madams

~ ~ ~

When I experience
pain because of a negative thought

I switch it  ON (to being)

then back OFF (to not here)

with some practice and patience

you will have refreshing 

Pleasant Cerebrations.
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THE SWITCH IS ON

blood-
red
book
cover

shroud
tomato
pomegranate

quill
ink
seal
and
wax

red and ripe
sweet and sour
bing cherries
and
strawberries

Neutral Universe
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BING CHERRY

cherry tree
cherry bing
cherry pink
black,
when ripened.
such flesh and blood
a very healthy seed
tasty and so
sweet

deep maroon
or shiny red black
optimally balanced
sweet and sour
deadly candy
when ripe

cherished bing cherry
north hemisphere
maroon black

sweet and sour
bing cherry
or would you rather nibble or suck on…
strawberry?!
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STRAWBERRY

“When red
I like me to be eaten fresh
I don’t want to wait
Time spoils me all over the place
when left just…hanging…

Come on       enjoy with me

strawberry lover

Happy me when I think of you
as you start to nibble on my
   tasty flesh
You begin with your tongue and
your lips follow on my nipple red

You look at me;
‘should I eat you up’ you debate.

Why wait, the time is ripe
Come on ~ now
Dare to stop wondering who’ll be there next…
wet…
swimming in bubbling champagne”
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LOVE SEEKS LOVE

LOVE seeks LOVE

Look around

    LOVE      i s     
t
 
r
 
y

 

i

 

n

 

g

   

to

  

catch   

 

y 

 
o

 
u

“The Kiss,” clay, 1984
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EINSTEIN

I want to know how God created this world. I am not inter-
ested in this or that phenomenon, in the spectrum of this or 
that element. I want to know His thoughts; the rest are details.

Dear Albert, your thoughts were the divine answers you were 
searching for.

Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not sim-
pler.

Imagination is more important than knowledge. 

Knowledge is limited to all we now know and understand, 
while imagination embraces the entire world, and all there ever 
will be to know and understand.

The instantaneous speed of Time is a Quanta faster than the 
speed of light.
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LIFE / SLAVERY

When I search the darkness of my mind I always find a diminu-
tive sparkling light.

I view all of my experiences both “good and bad” as an experience 
of Time within the realm of infinite possibilities.

Life is an involuntary experience, but if you are savvy you can 
treat it as an experiment. 

Creative play makes you free.

1983
Pouring Vitreous Carbon resin
(Phenol and Formaldehyde).
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NEUTRAL LOVE

Neutral love is an infinitesimal

intercourse between two bits

of information just to create a newly~

~ ~ born heli-sex.*

One Photon inspires another Photon, 
triggering a chain reaction, and so it goes.

*Double helix.
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SO…

So…
Child of Time!
Don’t you know
that you also have the qualities of
God through the codes of

   Genetic Imprints?

When you avoid trivialities, you go
automatically

to the heart of (the) Matter.

01 Double Helix

How can anyone know infinity without understanding the con-
cept of Time and Thought?

Similarly,

How would you know God if you are not one, at least in part…?
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TIME IS INFINITE

Time is infinite
Thought is infinite

Time can only be recognized
through Thought

Thought cannot spin
with~out the span of Timing

IP
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
IN-FORMATION PARADIGM
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THE BINARY POLARITIES OF THE MIND…

The binary polarities of the mind 
are as the dual polarities of 

totality;

Where there are Infinite Possibilities,

there are 01 options.

Do you ever experience in your mind the expansion and con-
traction of Time? 

For example, the fast and fleeting moments of the good times, 
and the frustratingly lengthened moments of the bad times, 
when you wish you could just get the hell out.
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~     ~     ?

Joy vs. pain
happiness vs. misery

…subject to mind’s polarities.

As life and death alternate so do
our alternating minds,

positive and negative
yes no

As there is a sound barrier
is there also a light barrier
where darkness turns into light?

Similarly,
is earth the gyro of our galaxy?
And is the location of this gyro being
manipulated by the collective 
human consciousness

~

Eccentrically?

(Earth’s location in our galaxy)
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INFORMATION PARADIGM

I see myself as a protein chip that takes part in the proper func-
tioning of the total computer, accelerating my understanding 
the unity of earth and all of its life.

Life ~ Oneness
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AS TIME WAS FULLY UNDERSTOOD BY ME…

As Time was fully understood by me, I began to accept that 
basically I am not in control, nor can I truly claim responsi-
bility for my thoughts, simply because my thoughts are be-
ing controlled by my perceptions, which I am not in con-
trol of! I own my feelings however. This statement stems 
from the realization that where there are infinite possibili-
ties, there are 0-1 options, yet somehow I manage to be-
have responsibly—in the sense of response-ablity, that is.



Emotional

Physical Mental
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Primordial Monism

As Above ~ ~

Tangible
(Yang)
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Intangible
(Yin)

~ ~ So Below

Soul Spirit

M
ind

•
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“The Alien,” oil on canvas, 1987
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“Girl Juggling Life,” oil on canvas, 1982




